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Abstract

We describe RoboRater, an LLM-based approach to evalu-
ate task-oriented conversational data at scale, both to comple-
ment human raters and to accurately identify which conversa-
tions to use as training for fine-tuning or RLAIF. We combine
an ensemble of LLM predictions filtered by diversity entropy
to create high-quality training data, and also identify conver-
sations where human raters disagree.

Introduction
Typically the evaluation of conversational data is performed
by human raters, which is time-intensive limiting the amount
of annotated data. We present RoboRater, an LLM-based
approach to evaluate goal-oriented, conversational data at
scale, both to complement human raters, and to accurately
identify high quality conversations for fine-tuning or RLAIF.
We combine an ensemble of LLM predictions, filtered by
diversity entropy (DE) to create high-quality training data.
Interestingly, the subset of conversations filtered out by DE,
are ones in which the agreement rate of humans is also low,
and thus inherently more difficult to evaluate.

Most ML-based evaluation techniques focus on text sum-
marization and dialogue generation tasks. In contrast, we fo-
cus on goal-oriented tasks such as interacting with a virtual
assistant, information seeking, and recommendation tasks.
Evaluation questions are dependent on the task but gener-
ally relate to ease and satisfaction in completing the task,
thus making the evaluation more of a reasoning task than a
fluency task.

Related Work
There is much work applying LLMs for evaluation, espe-
cially natural language generation since metrics such as
BLEU have low correlation with human evals (Deriu et al.
2021; Liu et al. 2016). Some work focuses on the use of
a unified LLM (versus specialized LLMs for each dimen-
sion) (Lin and Chen 2023) and a majority vote with different
LLMs (via debate, repetition or prompt differences) (Wang
et al. 2022; Chan et al. 2023). Also Chain-of-Thought (CoT)
reasoning (Wei et al. 2022) has been shown to improve the
quality of LLM-based evaluation. (Liu et al. 2023) have the
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LLMs generate a CoT of detailed evaluation steps by feed-
ing the task introduction and evaluation criteria as a prompt.

A direction of research most similar to our work presents
techniques to determine which data would most benefit from
human involvement. (Cai, Chang, and Han 2023) uses CoT
and diversity entropy (Agarwal et al. 2020; Brinker 2003;
Yang et al. 2015) to identify data for humans to annotate.
(Lee et al. 2023) experimented with eliciting CoT reasoning
by adding a sentence asking for thoughts and explanation
prior to inferring the label. (Wang et al. 2023a) propose the
Multiple Evidence Calibration framework where they ad-
dress the fact that LLMs give different, inconsistent, candi-
dates by using diversity entropy to measure the difficulty of
each example and then use a human-in-the-loop as needed
when the entropy is above a threshold.

There is also research that focuses on dialogue data.
(Mehri and Eskenazi 2020) introduced the FED data set for
evaluating automatic metrics relative to human judgment.
(Wang et al. 2023b) focused on evaluation of personalized
text generation. Neither of these focus on the analysis of
task-oriented conversations with respect to answering evalu-
ation questions and filtering out conversations with low con-
fidence as done in our work.

Methodology
In our work, each data point is a task-oriented conversation
between a conversational agent and a user, where immedi-
ately after the conversation, the user is given a set of eval-
uation questions, such as “Were you able to complete your
task?”, “Did the agent take your feedback into account?”,
“What was the quality of the recommended item?” For ease
of exposition, we focus on a single evaluation question Q.
We use a state-of-the-art instruction-tuned LLM with a de-
fault temperature value. In each application of the LLM,
which we refer to as a run, it is provided with a prompt,
instructions specific to the task, the full conversation, and
the evaluation question. We run the LLM n times to obtain
an ensemble A of answers to the evaluation question.

Our preliminary experiments are on conversations for a
the task of revising user lists from PRESTO (Goel et al.
2023) along with a rating from the user as to whether they
were able to reach the desired end state. We introduced two
explicit CoT eval questions: the first asking the LLM to de-
scribe the expected end state, and a second asking the LLM



Figure 1: RoboRater performance with prompting and com-
bining variations. A score of 1 is the highest possible.

Figure 2: The performance of RoboRater and humans on
portion of data rated by RoboRater (DE(A) ≤ τ ), and also
the human performance when DE(A) > τ .

to describe the actual end state. Unlike a human, the LLM
can answer these explicit CoT questions independently. The
answer to the evaluation question depends upon on the an-
swer to both of the CoT question answers.

Let A be the set of n answers to the evaluation question.
We apply diversity entropy defined as

DE(A) =
∑
a∈A

−pa log(pa)

where pa is the fraction of LLM runs where the ensemble
predicted a. The lower the diversity entropy, the more ap-
propriate it is to be used for fine tuning or RLAIF data. For
threshold τ and mode(A) defined as the most common rat-
ing of A, the predicted rating

r(A) =

{
mode(A) if DE(A) ≤ τ
NONE if DE(A) > τ

We exclude conversations with high diversity entropy, since
research shows that a smaller high quality data set is prefer-
able (Team et al. 2023). In our preliminary work that had a
yes/no rating question, we defined τ to corresponded to only
using data with agreement over at least n− 1 of the n runs.

Experiments
As described above, we performed preliminary experiments
with a simple digital assistant task for maintaining a set of
lists (e.g. shopping list, to-do list,....). For example:

User: Add eggs and butter to the list.

System: Alright. Which list do you want to add to?

User: Shopping.

System: Ok, I added those two items.

User: Add them to the Walmart list instead.

System: Ok, I moved the two items to Walmart list.

Our data set consisted of 200 such conversations gathered
via crowd-sourcing in which the worker having the conver-
sation also answered a yes/no question as to whether they
believe their desired end state was reached. We also gener-
ated a ground truth for each conversation which was yes, no,
or vague where it was not clear from the conversation if the
end state was met. We define a score for the performance of
the human rater and RoboRater by taking an average over
conversations where the ground truth is not vague with a
score of +1 when correct and -1 when incorrect.

We used an instruction-tuned LLM with prompting:

• v0 none - no guidance,

• v1 basic - same instructions as human rater,

• v2 grounded - above plus asked to only rate based on
conversation,

• v3 CoT1 - above plus CoT question to describe expected
end state (before rating question),

• v4 CoT2 - above plus a 2nd CoT question about actual
end state.

Figure 1 shows how RoboRater performance varies based on
the method of prompting and combining. Figure 2 compares
the performance of RoboRater and humans on portion of
data rated by RoboRater (DE(A) ≤ τ ), and also the human
performance when DE(A) > τ . Observe that with CoT2
we are able to obtain performance comparable to humans.
Using an ensemble of n = 7 runs combined via diversity en-
tropy gives the best performance. Furthermore, we find that
the conversations in which there is not a strong consensus
are inherently harder to rate (even by humans). Hence, Rob-
oRater can identify conversations in which a highly trained
rater would be valuable. Comparing the green and red lines
in Figure 2 one can see with the addition of CoT, that there
is a significant difference in the human performance on the
subset of data in which RoboRater had high versus low di-
versity entropy.
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